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1.1. How to design assessment strategy based on learning outcomes in VLE?



STEP 1. Choose technologies based on pedagogical solutions

Experts recommend:

Don’t ask what technology allows you to do – ask yourself - what skills 
do you need to assess?

“Don’t ask what the technology can do for you, rather what the
pedagogy needs” (JISC, 2010)

Transfer the learning outcomes from the course description to Moodle.



Creating learning outcomes of the course in 
Moodle environment

● In the control unit
select Outcomes



Transfer learning outcomes from the course description

Select Outcomes -> Edit Outcomes 



Enter the learning outcomes from the course description 

Press add a new outcome



Enter the information

● The description of the learning outcome
● The shortened name of the learning outcome
● Select Outcomes Scale 
● After entering the required information, click Save Changes at the bottom 

of the window





The outcomes used in course can be seen in the section 
Outcomes -> Outcomes used in course



For the purposes of assessment and feedback provision,  create learning outcomes in 
Moodle environment and assign them to the tasks and other assessment activities - this 
will make the assessment process transparent



What are the advantages of using technologies to support 
assessment strategy? (I)

● Offers a greater variety of assessment methods
● Allows implementation of such assessment methods that would hardly be 

possible to apply in the face-to-face classrooms (using endless 
opportunities to present assignments creatively)

● Expands the possibilities to provide feedback during (when the cumulative 
final grade system is applied)

● Clarifies the terms for the submission of assignments, and expands the 
space for performance and submission options



What are the advantages of using technologies to support 
assessment strategy? (II)

● Allows combining automated, technology-enhanced assessment and 
assessment, done by the teacher

● Allows submitting various assignments as well as knowledge and 
proficiency tests in a variety of formats

● Allows illustrating, refining task submissions with authentic data or 
artifacts, thus, creating preconditions for dissemination of submitted work 
or the grades earned



What assessment methods are most effective in VLE? (I)

1. Intermediate or final homework is broken down into smaller segments
(tasks), for which the teacher and the learners (to each other) provide 
feedback, creating preconditions for their improvement and integration 
into the intermediate or final work.

2. All tasks and tests are linked to the course learning  (results) outcomes in 
VLE (using test or task tools)



What assessment methods are most effective in VLE? (II)

4. Feedback tools are used to diagnose early learning progress and
5. Tools for analyzing learning progress and learning data are used to 
visualize information about the learner's activities and completed tasks as 
well as provide support for the learner



Step 2. Take advantage of VLE to change the learning 
paradigm

Online learning puts more responsibility on the learner.

It creates opportunities for self-regulated, independent learning:
○ Helps to organize group work for peer review
○ Allows organizing virtual seminars and discussions (this is great for both Moodle and all 

video conferencing tools)
○ Enables easy scheduling of submission times for student assignments



Break down assessment tasks into smaller, more frequent 
tasks (segments)



Schedule time for students to present their assignments 
via video conferencing



Step 3. Discuss and agree on an assessment strategy and 
criteria

● Provide the assessment strategy, descriptions of assignments, and 
assessment criteria in the Study Guide

● Introduce all the information regarding assessment to your students 
during the first lecture

● Discuss assessment criteria and agree with students, accept student 
proposals, and develop assessment rules

● Move the assessment criteria to each task in Moodle
● Associate tasks and tests with a calendar in Moodle



Introduce and agree on the assessment criteria for each of the assignments
during the introductory lecture;
Add them to the task description in Moodle.


